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Homing endonucleases are highly specific DNA endonucleases, encoded
within mobile introns or inteins, that induce targeted recombination,
double-strand repair and gene conversion of their cognate target sites. Due
to their biological function and high level of target specificity, these
enzymes are under intense investigation as tools for gene targeting. These
studies require that naturally occurring enzymes be redesigned to
recognize novel target sites. Here, we report studies in which the
homodimeric LAGLIDADG homing endonuclease I-CreI is altered at
individual side-chains corresponding to contact points to distinct base-
pairs in its target site. The resulting enzyme constructs drive specific
elimination of selected DNA targets in vivo and display shifted specificities
of DNA binding and cleavage in vitro. Crystal structures of two of these
constructs demonstrate that substitution of individual side-chain/DNA
contact patterns can occur with almost no structural deformation or
rearrangement of the surrounding complex, facilitating an isolated,
modular redesign strategy for homing endonuclease activity and
specificity.
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Introduction

Homing endonucleases are catalysts of gene-
specific transpositions in which mobile intervening
sequences are duplicated into homologous host
alleles.1–3 These enzymes are being studied as
potential tools for the creation of novel gene-specific
reagents. Such uniquely tailored proteins could be
useful for many applications, including targeted
allele replacement (i.e. gene therapy), detection of
rare genetic sequences and genomemapping. These
applications require that homing endonucleases be
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subjected to selection and re-engineering to recog-
nize and cleave novel DNA target sites with
affinities and specificities that rival their natural
activities.
Homing endonucleases are found in all biological

super-kingdoms. On the basis of primary sequence
homology, four homing enzyme families have been
identified: the LAGLIDADG, GIY-YIG, HNH, and
His-Cys Box endonucleases.1,2 The latter two of
these families (HNH and His-Cys Box) are diverged
from a common ancestor and share similar active
sites and cleavage mechanisms.4,5 The largest
family, LAGLIDADG, contains several hundred
identified members, many of which have been
shown to be functional endonucleases.6,7 The
conserved LAGLIDADG sequence motif forms the
core of a structural interface between the endo-
nuclease domains or subunits and contributes
conserved acidic residues to the enzyme active
sites.8,9 All LAGLIDADG nucleases recognize long
DNA target sites (19–30 base-pairs), cleaving their
target sites to generate cohesive four base, 3 0

overhangs.10–13 The enzymes typically bind their
d.



32 Redesigning of a LAGLIDADG Homing Endonuclease
physiological target sites with dissociation
constants ranging from 0.5 nM to 5 nM.

Endonucleases that contain a single LAGLI-
DADG motif per polypeptide chain form homo-
dimers that recognize palindromic DNA target sites
and their pseudopalindromic variants. The
enzymes with two motifs form pseudo-symmetric
monomers capable of recognizing asymmetric
DNA target sites.14 Several independent studies
have demonstrated that domains from unrelated
LAGLIDADG enzymes can be structurally fused to
create fully active, chimaeric homing endonu-
cleases that recognize corresponding chimaeric
target sites.15–17 This technology requires extensive
repacking of the domain interface, but allows the
creation of new protein scaffolds with novel
specificities, in addition to those encoded by
naturally occurring enzymes.

Based on their modular, compact structures, their
straightforward mechanisms of DNA recognition,
and their tolerance of domain exchanges, the
LAGLIDADG homing endonucleases are an attrac-
tive protein family for the creation of single chain
gene-specific reagents (SC-GSRs). Beyond the
wholesale domain fusions noted above, the com-
plete redesign of homing endonucleases for recog-
nition of a desired DNA target must involve the
additional selection and combination of enzyme
mutations that alter specificity towards individual
Figure 1. Structure of I-CreI and DNA target sites used in th
The positions of residues that are targeted for selection are
(b) Wild-type and mutant enzyme DNA-binding sites. Base-
respectively, are colored to correspond to the scheme in the t
and red cleavage patterns.
base-pairs. However, the resulting behavior of such
altered enzyme constructs, in terms of their dis-
crimination between cognate and non-cognate
target sites and their structural response to
engineering, is unknown. Here, we report the
results of such studies for the enzyme I-CreI.

Of the LAGLIDADG homing endonucleases, the
I-CreI enzyme (along with the other founding
members of the family, I-SceI and PI-SceI) has been
the best characterized in terms of recognition
specificity and flexibility. The native DNA target
site (or “homing” site) for the enzyme is a
pseudopalindromic 22 base-pair site in which
symmetry is broken at base-pairs G1, 2, 6 and 7
between the target half sites (Figure 1).11,18 Palin-
dromic variants of this site, consisting of inverted
repeats of the left or right half-sites from the native
target, are recognized and cleaved with affinities
and activities similar to those of the physiological
homing site. In vitro site selection experiments, in
which variant DNA sequences that can be cleaved
by the wild-type enzyme were recovered and
sequenced, indicate that several nucleotide
positions in the site may be mutated to at least
one alternative base-pair without loss of binding
or cleavage sensitivity.19 The positions of poly-
morphisms that are tolerated most readily by the
enzyme generally correspond to base-pairs that
are not conserved palindromically between native
is study. (a) Structure of wild-type I-CreI bound to DNA.
indicated in the homodimer by red labels and arrows.
pairs G6 and G10, that interact with Q26/Y66 and Y33,
op panel. Points of cleavage are noted with blue triangles
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half-sites. These, in turn, generally correspond to
base-pairs that display fewer direct contacts with
enzyme side-chains in the protein–DNA complex.20

The information content (specificity of recognition)
of individual base-pairs in the I-CreI target site have
been calculated and correlated with their contacts to
individual protein side-chains and solvent mol-
ecules,21 allowing us to begin studying the effect of
modifying those contacts on enzymatic activity and
structure. Similar studies of site recognition have
been reported for PI-SceI;22 the trends of that study
are quite similar to those described for I-CreI.

Here, we report the identification, in vivo and
in vitro activities, and DNA-bound cocrystal struc-
tures of several selected variants I-CreI bound to
their new targets. These altered enzyme constructs
recognize DNA targets that have been altered at
base-pairs that correspond to both high and
moderate levels of specificity. The results demon-
strate that, unlike restriction enzymes23 and many
other DNA-binding proteins, homing endo-
nucleases recognize DNA through a moderately
independent set of protein–DNA contacts that can
be isolated and optimized individually. Selection of
enzymes with altered specificities, and with
minimal effects on protein structure and nearby
DNA contacts, is possible.
Results

Isolation of enzyme mutants and genetic
phenotypes

A strategy for isolating I-CreI derivatives with
increased affinities for altered target sites has been
described.24 Endonuclease mutants with single
amino acid substitutions at positions predicted to
make base-specific DNA contacts were assayed
against appropriate DNA target site mutants in an
Figure 2. In vivo activity of cognate and non-cognate pairs
formation for enzyme mutants selected against novel target
position G6) is shown on the far right; various selections fo
shown in the first three panels.
Escherichia coli-based system. In this system,
cleavage of F 0 borne target sites results in cells
being converted from lacC to lacK. Three levels of
activity can thus be identified on medium contain-
ing the b-galactosidase indicator Xgal: white
colonies indicate efficient site cleavage, blue
colonies indicate no cleavage, and sectored colonies
indicate an intermediate level of cleavage activity.
Out of screens directed towards target sites altered
symmetrically at positions G10, endonucleases
with Y33C and Y33H substitutions were each
identified as having increased cleavage activities
toward specific DNA targets (Figure 1).24 The
structures of these novel protein–DNA complexes
are described below.
Within the I-CreI DNA interface at positions C6

versus K6, and the other positions that differ
between the target half-sites, base-specific contacts
occur between the same amino acid residues and
different nucleotide bases. For example, Gln26 in
one I-CreI subunit is within hydrogen bonding
distance of an adenine nucleotide at base-pairC6,
while Gln26 in the other subunit is within hydrogen
bonding distance of a guanine nucleotide at base-
pair K6.25 Each interaction contributes to DNA
recognition of the asymmetric physiological target
site.21 To test the relative importance of these
interactions, the four symmetric target site mutants
altered at bases G6 were introduced onto F 0 lac for
in vivo assays as described.24 When assayed against
wild-type I-CreI, each of the two mutant sites that
share a base with the native site (a C:G base-pair at
both C6 and K6, and T:A base-pair at the same
positions) gave rise to white colonies, indicating
efficient cleavage. However, each of the two
completely novel sites (an A:T base-pair or a G:C
base-pair at both positions) gave rise to blue
colonies, indicating no site cleavage.
Having identified DNA target sites symmetri-

cally altered at bases G6 that are resistant to
directed against base-pair 6. Colony sectoring and color
sites. A non-cognate pair (Y66R versus G:C base-pair at
r mutants of altered specificity at the same base-pair are
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cleavage by wild-type I-CreI, we next screened for
I-CreI derivatives with increased activities against
these sites. Endonuclease mutants with each of the
19 single amino acid substitutions altering residue
26 were generated and assayed against these sites.
A single endonuclease mutant with increased
activity against each site was identified: a Q26A
substitution resulted in increased activity against
the A:T at G6 sites, while a Q26C substitution
resulted in increased activity against the G:C at G6
sites (Figure 1). In each case, in vivo assays resulted
in sectored colonies (Figure 2), indicating a lower
cleavage activity than wild-type I-CreI displays
toward its cognate site. Neither mutant displayed
cleavage of the wild-type target site in vivo,
indicating that each single amino acid substitution
had caused a decreased recognition of the native
site along with the increased recognition of its
cognate mutant site.

The intermediate phenotypes displayed by the
Q26 substitutions implied that it might be possible
to optimize these interactions with further
mutation(s). In the wild-type complex, a tyrosine
at position 66 is predicted to participate in
additional, water-mediated hydrogen bonding
with the bases present at positions G6 and G7.21

We reasoned that alterations at this position, in
combination with those at position 26, might yield
increased affinities for particular mutant sites.
Eighteen single amino acid substitution mutants
altered at position 66 were isolated (all but Y66E),
and examined for activity. Of these, 17 (all but Y66P)
retained full or partial endonuclease activity toward
the wild-type target site in vivo. All 18 substitutions
were subsequently combined with the Q26C sub-
stitution, and assayed against the G:C G6 target
sites in vivo. One double mutant, Q26C Y66R,
resulted in an increased cleavage activity towards
these sites, as evidenced by an increased fraction of
white cells within sectored colonies (Figure 2).
Table 1. Substrate binding affinities

E

WT Q26A Q26C

Wild-type 0.4G0.6 2.4G0.5 1.5G0
Target sites
A:TG6 3.0G0.2 1.0G0.08
G:CG6 120G10 0.3G0
T:AG10 63G5.0
G:CG10 4.8G0.7
Non-cognate/
cognate ratio

7.5–300 2.4 5.0

Specificity shifta 18 1500
Specificity
broadeningb

0.3 0.03

Kd values in nM enzyme concentrations.
a Product of wild-type and mutant non-cognate/cognate binding a

cognate preference for wild-type enzyme to an altered, tenfold cognat
shift in site preference.

b Ratio of mutant cognate/non-cognate binding affinity to wild-typ
display the same overall preference (example: each tenfold for cog
implying no overall change in the breadth of the specificity profile fo
specificity, values greater than 1.0 correspond to tighter specificity.
When the Y66R single mutant alone was assayed
against the G:C G6 target sites in vivo, no cleavage
was observed (Figure 2). A Q26A Y66R double
mutant was made and assayed against the A:T G6
target site in vivo. Here, the double mutant
displayed decreased affinity relative to the single
mutant, indicating that the enhancement provided
by the Y66R substitution is specific for a G:C base-
pair at positions G6.
Binding affinities

The affinity of the wild-type enzyme was deter-
mined against all the sites described here (five in all;
the original site and four variants). The affinities of
the individual mutant enzyme constructs were each
determined against the wild-type I-CreI site and
their appropriate, individual novel cognate site. All
of the constructs yielded clean patterns of gel
retardation with Kd values ranging from 0.4 nM to
120 nM. All measured Kd values, with standard
deviations from triplicate measurements, are shown
in Table 1.

The overall result of the selection and character-
ization of enzyme point mutants against individual
target site variants is both a shift and a broadening
in binding specificity. Each mutant displays a
higher dissociation constant (lower affinity) against
the original wild-type target site than does the wild-
type enzyme, and each mutant displays a lower
dissociation constant (higher affinity) against its
novel target than does the wild-type enzyme. The
ratios of Kd values of themutant enzymes against its
non-cognate versus cognate sites are 1/3–1/60 of the
ratios of the wild-type enzyme Kd values against the
same sites.

Overall, mutations of the I-CreI target site at base-
pairs G6 or G10 causes a decrease in the wild-type
enzyme affinity. The ratio of Kd values for the wild-
type enzyme against the four separate non-cognate
nzyme constructs

Q26C/Y66R Y33C Y33H

.2 4.4G0.6 25.0G9.0 2.0G0.06

.08 0.6G0.3
5.9G0.5

1.2G0.04
7.3 4.2 1.7

2200 670 20
0.02 0.03 0.14

ffinity ratios for a given site. A shift from a tenfold cognate/non-
e/non-cognate preference for an enzyme mutant gives a 100-fold

e cognate/non-cognate binding affinity. If wild-type and mutant
nate over non-cognate), then the specificity broadening is 1.0,
r the mutant enzyme. Values less than 1.0 correspond to broader
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sites, relative to the original wild-type site, range
from 7.5 to 300. This range of values represents the
binding preference of the wild-type enzyme for its
original site versus the altered targets.

All five of the enzyme mutants recovered and
analyzed from the selection experiments display
decreased affinities against the wild-type target site,
with Kd values elevated fourfold to 62-fold. All of
these mutants bind more tightly to their individual,
novel cognate sites than does the wild-type enzyme,
with individual Kd values ranging from 0.3 nM to
5.9 nM. The mutant enzymes with the most
improved binding to a novel site relative to the
wild-type enzyme are Q26C and Q26C/Y66R,
which binds its site (G:C at positions G6) with a
Kd of 0.3 nM to 0.6 nM (versus 120 nM for the wild-
type enzyme).

Whereas the wild-type enzyme displays a
preference or specificity of binding of 75-fold to
300-fold when comparing wild-type versus non-
cognate targets, the mutants display shifted but
reduced preferences, with ratios of non-cognate
versus cognate Kd values of 1.7–7.3 nM. Pairwise
comparisons of the non-cognate to cognate
preference of each mutant enzyme to the wild-
type enzyme indicates that the overall binding
specificities of all the mutants are reduced (Table 1,
final row).

The extent of the shift in binding specificity of
individual mutants corresponds to the position of
the corresponding base-pair change, and it is a
function of both the position and the identity of
each individual base-pair at those positions, and the
initial magnitude of binding preference for the
wild-type enzyme. For example, a site containing an
A:T base-pair at positionG6 causes a small, 7.5-fold
increase in Kd of the wild-type enzyme; this
preference is nearly matched by a single point
mutation (Q26A) at a residue in direct contact with
that base-pair. In contrast, incorporation of a G:C at
that same base-pair causes a 300-fold increase in the
wild-type enzyme’s Kd. The best individual mutant
combination at this position (Q26C/Y66R) displays
only a 7.3-fold difference in cognate/non-cognate
Kd values, corresponding to a reduction in
preference to 1/40 the wild-type value for that site
polymorphism. A similar result is evident for two
separate site mutations at position G10 (Table 1).
Cleavage efficiencies

The relative cleavage efficiencies of the wild-type
and mutant enzymes against their corresponding
cognate and non-cognate sites were determined as
described here and elsewhere.24 In these experi-
ments, both sites are present in a single digest
reaction, and the extent of cleavage under
standardized digest conditions of each site across
a broad range of enzyme concentrations is com-
pared (Figure 3b and Table 2). The overall result of
this analysis is that the enzyme mutants display
similar kinetics of substrate cleavage, with shifts
and broadening in substrate preferences similar to
those described for binding affinities. However, the
sites that yield significant reduction of cleavage
preference for their corresponding selected enzyme
mutants are different from the sites that yield the
most significant reductions in binding specificities
described above.
Each mutant cleaves its new cognate site more

efficiently than the original site. For the two site
variants at base-pairs G6, the mutants (Q26A,
Q26C and Q26C/Y66R) display reduced cleavage
preferences. In contrast, the site variants at base-
pairsG10 yield single enzyme point mutants (Y33C
and Y33H) that display cleavage preferences that
are reversed, but similar in magnitude to those of
the wild-type enzyme (Figure 4).
Structural consequences of individual contact
reselection

Crystallization experiments were attempted with
each reselected enzyme construct against its corre-
sponding cognate target site. No suitable specimen
of Q26/Y66 mutants in complex with target site
variants at base-pairs G6 was recovered, despite
extensive crystallization trials and seeding
attempts. In contrast, diffracting single crystals
were obtained for both Y33C and Y33H in complex
with their corresponding target sites variants
containing base-pair substitutions at positionsG10.
In the wild-type complex, the phenolic oxygen

atom of Y33 forms bifurcated hydrogen bonds to
the extracyclic amino nitrogen and the N7 nitrogen
atoms of the adenosine base at positions G10
(Figure 1). A neighboring asparagine residue
(N30) is in close proximity to Y33 and makes
contacts to adjacent DNA bases, including the
thymidine base-paired partner of adenine 10 and
neighboring thymidine 9. The structure of Cre-
Y33C bound to its selected cognate target site (in
which a T:A base-pair at positions G10 is inverted
into an A:T base-pair) was determined at 2.5 Å
resolution and compared to the wild-type structure.
The hydrogen bonds between Y33 and adenosine 10
are replaced by a single 3.8 Å van der Waals contact
between the sulfur atom of C33 and the C5 methyl
group of the newly substituted thymidine base
(Figure 1). The DNA sequence change cannot be
accommodated by the wild-type enzyme without
significant local structural perturbations, due to
predicted steric clash between the aromatic side-
chain of Y33 and the thymidine methyl group.
The structure of Y33H bound to its cognate site, in

which the same original T:A base-pair at positions
G10 is altered into a G:C base-pair, was determined
at 2.9 Å resolution. In this structure, the same
bifurcated hydrogen bonds between Y33 and
adenosine 10 in the wild-type structure appear to
be replaced by two separate hydrogen-bonds from
the 3 and d nitrogen atoms of H33 to the N7 nitrogen
atoms of GuaG10 and GuaG11. This new inter-
action thus maintains a contact to base-pair 10 that
is similar to the wild-type complex, while intro-
ducing an additional contact to the adjacent



Figure 3. Relative cleavage of cognate and non-cognate targets. (a) In vitro competitive cleavage assay. Wild-type I-CreI
and the Q26CY66R mutant were exposed to linearized plasmids containing wild-type and mutant homing sites. The
numbers above each gel indicate relative amounts of endonuclease, with 1 corresponding to the minimal enzyme
concentration sufficient to completely digest each plasmid and subsequent fractions reflecting serial twofold enzyme
dilutions. Homing site identities are indicated at the sides of each photo and endonuclease identities below.
(b) Representative plot of competitive cleavage assay. The density of agarose gel bands was determined using program
ImageJ; the fraction cleaved was calculated by dividing the density of product bands by the density of product plus
reactant bands.
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base-pair at the extreme end of the protein–DNA
complex.

In both structures, the nearest neighbors to
residue 33 exhibit little structural rearrangement
as a result of the protein and DNA site alterations.
Residues 29–36 (corresponding to a b-strand and
adjacent turn that flank residue 33) superpose with
an rmsd of less than 0.5 Å across all atoms. The two
nearest neighbors, N30 and S32, maintain rotameric
conformations nearly identical with those observed
in the wild-type complex, and exhibit the same
distances between their atoms and those of neigh-
boring DNA bases. Other than the altered DNA
base-pair and Y33C/H mutations, the only detect-
able structural difference is the disappearance
and/or positional shifts of single water molecules



Table 2. Cognate versus non-cognate cleavage efficiencies

WT Q26A Q26C Q26C/Y66R Y33C Y33H

Wild-type –
Target sites
A:TG6 O50 3.0
G:CG6 8.0 1.35 2.4
T:AG10 3.8 4.0
G:CG10 4.0 3.3
Specificity shifta O150 10.8 19.2 15.2 13.2
Specificity
broadeninga

!0.06 0.17 0.3 1.05 0.83

Ratio of enzyme concentrations yielding 50% cleavage of cognate site versus 50% cleavage of non-cognate target sites at equivalent
reaction time-points.

a See the legend to Table 1 for a full explanation. The same calculations were performed, substituting the cognate/non-cognate
enzyme concentration ratios for 50% cleavage, in place of Kd values for binding measurements.
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that form a bridging interaction between S32 and
guanine 11 in the wild-type structure. This
difference may contribute to the lower affinity of
Cre-Y33C to its cognate site than that observed for
the wild-type complex.
Discussion

In contrast to the relative ease with which homing
endonucleases with new (albeit broadened) specifi-
cities can be created, both by selection of individual
enzyme mutants and by creation of artificial
chimaeric enzymes, other DNA-binding enzymes
have proven resistant to engineering. In particular,
creation of altered restriction endonucleases with
new specificities has proven extremely difficult,26

although some recent successes have been
reported.27–29 The difficulty of such experiments is
ascribed to tight coupling of protein structure,
DNA-binding affinity and catalysis, and to the
difficulties inherent in cloning and manipulating
toxic restriction endonuclease genes. In contrast,
homing endonucleases offer a high level of site
specificity that reduces host toxicity during
Figure 4. Structures and interactions of cognate pairs at re
vicinity of base-pair G10, in bound complexes containing eit
and Y33Hmutant enzymes bound to their cognate target site (
I-CreI target sequence (left) and alternate target sequences (m
their corresponding structures.
selection experiments, a structurally forgiving
DNA-binding motif, and relatively straightforward
mutational strategies for uncoupling binding and
catalytic functions. Accordingly, methods for in vivo
selection of homing endonuclease variants have
been developed successfully.20,22,23,30

In genetic assays, a variety of additional
mutations at residue 33 (leucine, serine and
threonine) appear to block cleavage of the wild-
type target while also conferring activity against the
altered target in genetic assays, albeit at a lower
level of efficiency than Y33C.24 While the activity of
the Y33S mutant is not surprising, based on the
structure of its similar cysteine counterpart, the
interactions formed to the target base-pair by a non-
polar leucine residue and an aliphatic threonine
residue are far more difficult to model without
postulating additional structural rearrangements
that cannot be predicted a priori. This illustrates the
difficulties inherent in modeling and designing
biomolecular interfaces in the absence of experi-
mentally determined activities and structures. A
similar statement can be made for the mutations at
residues 26 and 66 (Q26A/C; Y66R) reported here,
sidue 33 and base-pair 10. Protein–DNA contacts in the
her wild-type enzyme and DNA target site (left), or Y33C
middle and right, respectively). The sequence of wild-type
iddle and right) targeted for selection are shown below
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where again the structural basis of altered
specificity (at base-pairs G6) is difficult to model.

The three experimental measures of endonucle-
ase specificity employed here, in vivo cleavage
assays, in vitro competitive cleavage assays, and
in vitro binding assays, give somewhat disparate
results. While all the enzyme mutants do in fact
display reversed specificities in both in vitro assays,
the most pronounced shifts in cognate/non-cognate
preferences correspond to different enzyme-target
site pairs when site binding is compared to site
cleavage (Tables 1 and 2). Furthermore, in general
the enzyme mutants appear to maintain tighter
specificity for site cleavage than for site binding,
perhaps reflecting the fact that the in vivo screen that
generated the mutants reports on relative cleavage
and elimination of targets, and indicating that the
enzymes can partly uncouple their relative binding
affinities and cleavage activities against specific
sites as a result of in vivo selection.

It is important to consider differences in the
assays reported here. Binding assays provide an
accurate measure of an enzyme’s affinity for a
particular site. In vivo, homing endonucleases must
find and cleave specific target sites. In so doing,
they must discriminate between optimal target sites
and other sites that may be related closely. For
example, the E. coli genome contains seven copies of
a sequence in its 23 S rDNA genes that differs from
the native 22 base-pairs I-CreI target site at only
three base-pairs.31 Mutations that either increase an
endonuclease’s affinity for a particular desired
target, or decrease its affinity for non-desired
target(s), such as the 23 S site, may display
increased signal in our in vivo assays. The in vitro
cleavage competition assays seek to mimic this
discrimination problem, albeit at a greatly reduced
scale of complexity.

The results from the study reported here indicate
that the simplest form of single-site reselection, in
which individual contact points are mutated, can
produce desired dramatic shifts in binding and
cleavage preferences, generally with variable
amounts of broadening of those preferences.
In vitro binding assays revealed that the single
amino acid substitutions analyzed here resulted in
18 to 2000-fold shifts in substrate specificity,
calculated as the product of wild-type endo-
nuclease versus mutant endonuclease site prefer-
ence (Table 1; see the footnotes for calculations). A
similar pattern emerged in the cleavage assays,
where an 11-fold to greater than 150-fold effect was
observed (Table 2). Further, the Q26C Y66R double
mutant displayed greater substrate specificity shifts
than the Q26C mutant in each assay. Thus, we have
shown that single amino acid substitutions are
capable of producing dramatic shifts in substrate
specificity, and that additional mutations can be
found that result in further increases.

A variety of genomic sequence analyses con-
ducted in our laboratories against targets of interest
from genetic disease loci and essential genes from
microbial pathogens indicate that many potentially
useful targets for the development of gene-specific
reagents contain sequences that differ from natu-
rally occurring homing endonuclease targets at five
to eight positions (out of a typical recognition site
spanning 20–22 base-pairs) (R.M. Jr & B.L.S.,
unpublished results). While domain fusions from
panels of these endonucleases can help to reduce
the gap between existing substrates and desired
target specificities, the ability to completely
exchange target preferences at individual base-
pairs while maintaining overall levels of site
discrimination and specificity is the central
challenge facing the field of homing endonuclease
engineering. The structures of a pair of mutants
from this study in complex with their new DNA
targets indicate that individual contacts can be
altered with minimal, local effects on protein
architecture and surrounding contact positions.
This, in turn, implies that a great deal of homing
endonuclease engineering selection can be accom-
plished by conducting simultaneous, parallel
selection experiments at multiple positions in the
protein–DNA target interface, followed by final
rounds of higher-stringency selections to maximize
discrimination between cognate and potential
undesirable, non-cognate sites. Experiments of the
type reported here can serve as a model for
achieving this goal.

In addition to homing endonucleases, molecular
systems involving the tethering of tandem arrays of
DNA-binding zinc fingers to catalytic domains of
DNA-acting enzymes (such as the endonuclease
domain of FokI) also offer great promise for the
design of novel DNA-binding proteins.32,33 Such
artificial biomolecules have been generated and
characterized in vitro, and recently have been
shown to drive specific, predictable recombina-
tional events in vivo.33–35 Finally, engineered group
II homing endonucleases (which form ribonucleo-
protein complexes in which binding specificity is
influenced by the RNA sequence) are under
development.36 Taken together, these results indi-
cate that the ability to create gene-specific reagents
is near.
Methods
Isolation of endonuclease mutants

I-CreI mutants, individually mutated at either of two
residues (Q26 and Y66) that contact base-pairs G6, were
constructed in an arabinose-inducible vector (pA-E) and
passed through screens for recognition and cleavage of
altered target sites as described.24 In this strategy, wild-
type and symmetrically mutated I-CreI target sites are
transferred by reciprocal recombination to the F 0 factor
F128 of E. coli strain CC136 to create F’o-Cre alleles. Host
strains containing these constructs are subsequently used
to identify endonuclease mutants with altered site
recognition and cleavage activity (which leads to conver-
sion of LacZC cells to LacZK, giving rise to white and
sectored colonies in the presence of 5-bromo-4-chloro-3-
indolyl-b,D-galactopyranoside (Xgal). The relative
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activities of various mutants can be estimated qualitat-
ively by visualization of colony sectoring in this assay.
The mutants that gave the best indication of altered

specificity based on these phenotypic screens and assays
were tested for their relative binding and cleavage of
wild-type and mutant sites, as described below. In order
to purify the enzyme for biochemical assays, the genes
were subcloned into a C-terminal His-tagged version of
the arabinose-inducible pB-E vector.37 Mid-exponential
phase cells were induced for two hours with 0.2% (w/v)
arabinose, and I-CreI derivatives purified by nickel-
affinity chromatography using TALONw resin.
Gel mobility-shift assays

Gel mobility-shift assays were based on retardation of
the electrophoretic mobility of 32P kinase-labeled DNA
when bound by I-CreI. Appropriate 47 base oligonucleo-
tides were annealed and end-labeled with 32P. Endo-
nuclease and 2.5 fmol of labeled double-stranded (ds)
DNAwas incubated for 30 minutes at room temperature
in 20 mM Tris–HCl (pH 9.0), 10 mM CaCl2, 1 mM DTT,
50 mg/ml of non-specific competitor DNA and 3% (v/v)
glycerol (Mg2C is required for I-CreI cleavage activity;
substitution of Ca2C for Mg2C permits DNA binding but
not cleavage). Samples were electrophoresed on non-
denaturing 10% polyacrylamide gels containing 1 mM
CaCl2 at 200 V at 4 8C. Gels were imaged using a Storm
Phosphorimager 840 (Molecular Dynamics, Sunnyvale,
CA) and the intensity of the free and bound DNA bands
were quantified using ImageQuant software (Molecular
Dynamics). The Kd values of the I-CreI–DNA complexes
were defined as the concentration of I-CreI at which 50%
of the DNA was shifted into a complex with slower
mobility and represent averages of three experiments.
Competitive cleavage assays

The relative ability of wild-type and mutant I-CreI sites
Table 3. Data processing and refinement statistics

Protein Y33C
Space group P21
Cell parameters

aZ43.1
bZ68.0
cZ87.2

gZ92.
Resolution (Å) 2.5
Redundancy 4.7
Completenessa (%) 95.6 (93
Average I/s(I)a 20.4 (2
Rsym

a (%) 5.7 (31
Rwork (%) 21.4
Rfree (%) 27.7

Ramachandran plot
Most-favored (%) 87.8
Additionally allowed (%) 12.2
Generousy allowed (%) 0.0
Dissallowed (%) 0.0

rms deviation from ideality
Bond lengths (Å) 0.006
Bond angles (deg.) 1.2

Average B (Å2) (protein, DNA) 34.5
PDB ID code 1UOC

a Outer resolution bin 2.59–2.50 Å in parentheses.
to serve as substrates across a range of concentrations of
purified I-CreI constructs were determined as described,24

using linearized plasmid constructs, one containing a
wild-type site and the other a mutant site, as substrate.
Assays were performed on 100 ng of each linearized
plasmid in 10 ml of 20 mM Tris–HCl (pH 9.0), 10 mM
MgCl2, 1 mM DTT and 50 mg/ml of bovine serum
albumin (BSA). Minimal concentrations of enzyme
sufficient to achieve complete digestion of each substrate
were determined empirically and used to generate a
series of twofold dilutions of enzymes. Standardized
digests of substrates were carried out for 30 minutes at
37 8C and were terminated by placing digestions on ice,
followed by addition of loading buffer containing 0.5%
(w/v) SDS and electrophoresis through 1.2% (w/v)
agarose in TBE buffer (Figure 3a). To measure relative
cleavage efficiency of individual enzyme constructs
against cognate and non-cognate target sites, digest
progression curves were generated by scanning and
quantifying DNA product band intensities, and deter-
mining the relative concentrations of enzyme required for
50% cleavage of the two sites under identical digest
conditions (Figure 3b).
Crystallographic analyses

The enzyme mutants with most significantly altered
site specificity, identified by screening and biochemical
analyses described above, were overexpressed and
purified for crystallization trials in complex with their
cognate DNA target sites. These constructs were gener-
ated by point mutagenesis in a catalytically inactive Q47E
I-CreI mutant background, to facilitate overexpression
necessary for crystallization experiments. The back-
ground mutation is located in the enzyme active site
and does not affect protein structure or DNA-binding
contacts or affinity (our unpublished results). Protein was
expressed, purified and crystallized as described,21 using
two DNA oligonucleotides to form a pseudopalindromic
Y33H
P1

Å aZ43.8 Å
Å bZ70.3 Å
Å cZ88.2 Å

aZ90.38
bZ89.98

08 gZ98.88
2.9
4.1

.9) 94.8 (45.6)
.8) 24.6(6.9)
.9) 3.1 (12.6)

21.7
25.6

87.6
12.4
0.0
0.0

0.007
1.2
34.4

1UOD
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duplex corresponding to the mutant binding site
(Figure 1).
Whereas mutants at residue 33 (Y33C and Y33H, which

recognize sites with altered base-pairs at positions G10)
crystallized readily in complex with their DNA targets,
constructs with mutations at residues 26 and 66 (isolated
in selections against site variants at positions G6) did not
yield data-quality specimens. It is most likely that the
failure of complexes with mutations at base-pairs G6 is
due to the increased propensity of those DNA constructs
(which possess additional palindromic symmetry relative
to the wild-type DNA site) to form a dynamic equilibrium
between double-stranded duplexes and individual hair-
pin structures; this aspect of homing endonuclease/DNA
cocrystallization has been observed and reported for
I-CreI and other similar enzyme systems.21,38 In contrast,
the substitutions at base-pairs G10 simply maintain
existing wild-type symmetry between the DNA half-sites.
For Y33C and Y33H, crystals grew in two different

space groups. Y33C crystals are isomorphous with the
space group P21 previously described for wild-type
I-CreI/DNA,21 while Y33H crystals grow in the P1 space
group. Data from crystals of both mutants were collected
at the Advanced Light Source beamline 5.0.2 to 2.5 Å and
2.9 Å resolution. Data were processed using DENZO/
SCALEPACK.39 Refinement was carried out using CNS,40

with 5% of the reflections withheld for an Rfree calcu-
lation.41 Rigid body refinement was used to position an
initial model of an I-CreI dimer bound to cognate DNA.38

Residues 29–36 from each I-CreI monomer and base-pairs
G8–10 were deleted from the model to prevent bias
during subsequent map calculations. Omitted model
atoms including protein and DNAmutations were placed
easily in the subsequent maps. Table 3 provides data and
refinement statistics.

Protein Data Bank accession codes

The structures of the I-CreI Y33C–DNA and the Y33H–
DNA complex have been deposited in the RCSB Protein
Data Bank with ID codes 1UOC and 1UOD, respectively.
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